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What is a forest? What isforestry?
Science on boundaries
Mijnheer de Rector Magnificus, dames en heren,
The questions "what isa forest? what isforestry?" in the title of my
presentation might sound like strange questions to ask for someone
who has been recently appointed professor for forest policy and
forest management at Wageningen University. But don't worry, I
am not going to fundamentally question everything or to take you
on a journey into radical relativism.
Let's start with what can easily be agreed on:
1. Forestsareimportant: forests provide a huge variety of important
services to human welfare, ranging from the provision of resources,
through protection and regulatory functions to spiritual values.
Some try to put a value on the functions of forests - mainly in
relation to other ecosystems - and indicate that forests count for
about 30% of the total value of terrestrial ecosystem services to
human welfare (Costanza et al. 1997). Other scholars - probably
less optimistic about the usefulness of monetary valuation - point
out, that forests in principle have an unlimited value as central life
support systems.
2. Forests are in demand: particularly in highly industrialised and
urbanised countries we very often overlook how dependent people
are in their daily life on forest products and services. If we just
think of the many wooden things and structures we use or rely on
every day - the huge amount of paper we consume, the many
things such as fibres and medicines we depend on without even
realising that they are forest products - this gives us a first impression of the enormous pressure that is put on forests. Another
important reminder of the pressures on forests is the fact that over
55% of the world's energy supply still comes from wood.
3. Forests are vulnerable: despite the many services forests provide
for human welfare, their value and their importance are not
unequivocally and equally shared by all actors. Rather we notice
that the time and efforts needed to maintain, restore, establish or

re-establish forests arecounteracted bycompetinginterests,suchas
forexamplethenecessitiesfordailysurvival.Theresultingviewsof
forests asobstacles, asreserve spacesor aspure sources for exploitation are in consequence threatening the existence of forests
themselves.
However these three aspects make up about the total of what is
agreedabout in relation toforests. Considering thelonghistoryof
coordinated forest uses and the long tradition of forestry science,
it seemsamazingthat thereissuch alargedegreeof disagreement,
and a large variation in positions and statements on most other
forest issues.The varietyofforests canonlybeconsidered aminor
explanation, as most of the the disagreement holds true for all
situations.
The difficulties begin as soon as one asks the question what is
actually aforest? And what is actually forestry? Ifwetake acloser
look at these questions by examining the relevant literature on
these topics, we encounter a bewildering number of definitions
and understandings, often contradictory and sometimes even
mutually exclusive.And Iam almostsurewewould find thesame
varietyofanswershereintheaudience,ifIweretoaskyoutoclose
your eyes for some seconds and to think about what you would
describe asaforest and what youwould call forestry.
It is exactly this disagreement, this variety in responses that
convincemethat thevaluesandpressuresputon forests areimportant research issues.They are not, however, the central challenge
for sciencein thefieldsofforest policyand forest management. In
my viewthesevaluesand pressures can onlyadequately be understood, if science tries to look beyond these aspects. A promising
and comprehensive frame for doing this seems to focus on boundaries,with their different qualities and functions.
The focus on boundaries becomescomprehensible ifonethinksof
the central roleboundaries playin our dailylife. Human natureis
apparently not sufficiently able to cope with feelings such as

boundlessness, infiniteness, or endlessness (Hartman and Draisma
1997: 158). However, in the daily interactions with our physical
and social environments we are continuously confronted with
exactly these feelings of boundlessness, infiniteness, endlessness,
and the uncertainties that arise from them. In an attempt to reduce these uncertainties, people therefore constantly seek boundaries.
It is boundaries that provide us with the certainties we need in
order to make decisions in our daily life. We need boundaries to
define, to structure, and to identify ourselves with situations and
things. O f course, the understanding of a boundary is in no way
limited to the physical-spatial quality, but includes mental and
social qualities as well.
In the following I will present some examples for the functions of
boundaries in relation to forests and forestry, and describe the
effects they have on forest policy and forest management. My
intention is to demonstrate the suitability of the concept of boundaries as a comprehensive framework for the scientific analysis of
the relation between forests and people.

Boundaries define!
Out of the lasting discussions on deforestation and the destruction
of forests on a world-wide scale one would expect that there is - at
least to a large extent - agreement about the boundaries defining a
forest. The fact, however, that despite modern inventory techniques
there are almost no reliable and consistent data on the world's
forest cover is already an indication that this expectation doesn't
hold true.We are faced with the fact that there is not just one, but
a huge variety of definitions indicating accordingly a huge variety
of boundaries that require definition.
Scholars have compiled more than 150 different definitions of
forests, with thresholds for tree cover varying from 0% to 7 5 %
canopy cover (Lund 1998). Definitions of forests have been grouped into the understanding of a forest (1) as a legal or administra-

tiveunit, (2)asaland-cover,and (3)asaland use.Onecouldleave
this very easily in the sphere of a purely academic discussion on
definitions. However, itmakesabigdifference howboundariesare
drawn. Ifdefined asalegal unit, aforest staysasa "forest" even it
has been completely cut down and the "forest" isno longer fulfilling its original functions. Or what about urban forests if forests
aredefined asaland-cover? In highly urbanised countries suchas
theNetherlands urban "forests" playaparticularly important role.
Butcantheybeseenasforests iftheydonothavetheirownmicroclimate? And what is the difference between a forest and a park?
Or take the tropics and subtropics: agroforestry systems are seen
thereasapromisingmeanstoprovidepeoplewithhealthyfood in
asafeenvironment -but cantheybedefined asforests in thesense
ofaland-cover?And howmuch ofour forest products reallycome
from "forests" when forests are defined as aland-cover? Not only
fuel wood cutting very often takes place outside what could be
calleda"forest" -think forexampleabout thecharacteristic Dutch
landscape element ofroadside plantings.
Unequivocally different boundaries result in different "forests",
andsubsequentlyin acompletelydifferent perception ofproblems
andsolutionsin relation tothevalueand useofforests.Oneofthe
mostcompellingquestionsofourtime,namelytoensurealiveable
environment for the future, hinges on whether we are indeed
facingadramaticlossofforests ornot.The answertothis depends
togreat extent on howboundaries aredrawn. But different boundaries can also have severesocial,financialand political effects on
alessabstractlevel,for examplein termsofwhich societal interests
aremet, which actors are affected, which forest functions areensured orwho isresponsible for their protection.
Strugglesforanappropriatedefinition offorestsaretherefore inno
way purely theoretical discussions. Focusing on the function of
boundaries todefine isrelevant, asit revealsthevarietyinpossible
descriptions of a situation in a certain context. It thereby already
provides an indication of the problems associated with the
situation and the possibleways toovercome them.

Boundaries structure!
The setting of boundaries provides structure for orientation,
comparison and positioning. The many different representations
of forests that have been developed in different societal and natural
contexts, as well as their changes over time (Schmithuesen 1996)
indicate that boundaries as structures play an important role in
forest policy and forest management.
It seems obvious that the relative importance of different forest
functions to different actors can lead to different forest representations. The recreationist's representation of a forest may consist
mainly of dots and lines, representing the spots where he rested or
where she walked.The forest manager's representation is probably
more in accordance with the total spatial expanse, even though the
inner structure shecreates might differ completely from thatof her
colleague in the same management institution (Richardson et al.
1996). And people who fear for endangered species structure a
forest by different boundaries than people who have the feeling
that experiences such as quietness or beauty are endangered
(Schroeder 1996). We should not forget to mention people who
think about forests in categories of endangered products, such as
timber, or endangered symbols, for example as an equation of life
with continuous circles of abundance and growth. This list is
almost endless.
However, different forest functions are not the only reason for the
variation in how boundaries are used to structure forests. As has
been shown in different studies, it is not only underlying interests
and cultural biases (Schanz 1996a), aswell asemotions (Schroeder
1996), but also different knowledge levels that inevitably lead to
different forest boundaries, to a completely different forest in our
minds. 'Sensemaking', grounded in both individual and social
activity (Weick 1995), is another important reason for different
boundaries structure.
The many functions of forests and the many people affected by

these make it clear that the function of boundaries to structure
matters in a veryparticular way in the field of forest policy and
forest management. One of the consequences of the diversity of
boundaries structure may be a complete lack of understanding
between different actors. Although actors are assuming that
discussions are about one and the same forest, they might in fact
be talking about completely different "forests" (Schanz 1996b).
Setting different boundaries can furthermore result in completely
different waysofdealingwith forests in the samesituation, with a
large range of ecological, financial and social effects. The latter
seemsto bea particularly important aspect in afieldwhere intuition plays an important role in determining management
decisions. Last but not least, the structural boundaries very often
donot coincidewith thegiveninstitutional orspatial forest boundariesin the respectivecontext, therebycreatingadditional potential for conflicts over time (Lee 1990).
Focusing on the function of boundaries to structure isrelevantas
it allows us to reveal conflicts arising out of similar casesof different structural boundariesorthemismatch betweenstructural and
institutional boundaries. It thereby already provides an indication
of the different layers of the conflicts and the ways in which we
might beableto harmonise them.

Boundaries exclude orinclude!
Few of the given spatial or institutional forest boundaries are
confined to the influences of forest conditions on people (or their
actions) outside the boundaries, who have some stake in these
conditions.But "forest conditionsareas much anexpressionofthe
mutualexchangesandobligationsamongall forest interestsasthey
are of the treatments chosen to serve one particular interest"
(Romm 1993:288/289).The settingof boundaries therefore also
bears a social quality. In relation to forests the function of boundaries to exclude or include determines no more and no less than
the answer to the question: what isforestry? And herewearealso

confronted with a huge variety of answers: For example, arewe
talking about all forest interests, or only about the persons in
charge, or those in a position to choose about how to deal with
forest lands?
The effects ofdrawingdifferent forest boundaries related toexclusiveness or indusiveness can be severe on forest policy and forest
management.The long prevailingtradition of "forestry" referring
only to people who make decisions concerning concrete actions
on forested land has at least partially led to forest management
activities being excluded from their surrounding social realities
(Glueck 1987). Empirical studies have shown that many of the
conflicts concerning forest issues all over Europe can be traced
backed to this alignment (Hellstroem and Reunala 1995)Comparative studies furthermore indicate that the question of
who isdefining forestry -in the senseofwho isthe leadingauthority and which societal groups are seen and regard themselves as
belonging to forestry - not onlyexplains thedifferences in national forest policy planning approaches in different countries, but
apparentlyalsodetermines theirsuccessorfailure toaconsiderable
extent (Boon et al. 1999:275).
As a logical consequence one has to realise that what we describe
as forestry isonly a snapshot of the truly continuous interactions
ofsocial forces atagiventimeand place. "Forestry" must beinterpreted as a social field, which is continuously changing its appearance,depending on thesettingandacceptanceofdifferent forest
boundaries to include or to exclude interests and perspectives.
Analyses of forestry are therefore completely arbitrary if they do
not reflect thesocietaldrivingforces and correlations.Focusingon
the function ofboundaries toexcludeorinclude isrelevant in this
context as it helps to reveal the underlying power exercised and
strugglesfor authority.Itcan therebyalsogivean indication ofthe
likelihood of implementation and realisation.

Science onboundaries
Toconclude: Ihope that theseexamples have made it clearwhyI
amconvinced that theconceptofboundaries providesapromising
framework for thescientific analysisoftherelation between forests
and people. It seems that many of the issues recently at stake in
forest policy and forest management - conflicts, problems, and
discussions-which seeminglydo not havetoo much in common,
can be traced back to one underlying aspect:that of boundaries.I
therefore perceive science in the field of forest policy and forest
management primarily asascienceon boundaries.
Scienceonboundariesmeanstherebyinthefirstinstancequestioning
whatwetakeasseeminglygiven.The primary research question is
no longer the values and demands put on forests. I believe it
should be precisely what has so often been the object of our
research interest, namely forests and forestry. Underlying the shift
of forests and forestry from object to subject of our research
questions is the conviction that this will finally result in a deeper
understanding of thevaluesand demands put on forests.
This is not to say that all scientific research has to undergo this
shift. However, in situationswhereimpetus isprovided byinstitutional changes- asisthecaseat the moment inthe fields of forest
policyand forest management (think ofthe development of supranational forest policy regimes mainly in the follow-up of the
Rio-conference or theestablishment ofinternational forest certification schemesand theireffects on forestry) - sciencerunstherisk
ofstagnating and subsequently becoming socially irrelevant if the
fixed ideas about values and demands put on forests are not
supplemented with an understanding of the processes involved.
Science on boundaries means in the second instance taking all
functions and qualities of a boundary - physical-spatial, mental,
and social - similarlyinto account.The mental quality in particular requires aconstructionist perspective. It isa misunderstanding
tothink that aconstructionist doubtstheexistenceofarealworld.

Weallliveinthesamephysicalworldandweallsharecertainrealities, as for example reflected in the fact that all the realists and
materialists,idealistsandconstructionists here inthe audiencewill
all open the door before leaving this room (Ludewig 1992: 76).
However it isbecomingincreasingly accepted that realityisnevertheless prone to the social construction of scientific and popular
knowledge (Hannigan 1995: 188).The advantage of such a constructionist approach isto be seen aboveall in overcomingclaims
of absolutism in statements and positions, which ultimately can
work as argumentative intimidation, since "objective" and thus
"correct"practical constraints cannot bediscussed. In forest policy
and forest management, however,wearecontinuously confronted
with 'wicked' problems (Allen and Gould 1986: 22) - problems
which,supported bytheominousclashofcontradictory certainties
(SchwarzandThompson 1990: 145),have no right orwronganswers, only more or less useful solutions (Stankey et al. 1992: 8).
Think for example about the discussions on forest decline - das
Waldsterben - in the 1990s. A constructionist perspective seems
therefore inevitable ifwewish to identify the underlying explanatorypatterns in thevarious relationsbetween peopleand forests.
Different boundaries do not necessarily represent different moral
qualities. It istherefore not so much the boundary in itself that is
of scientific interest. Rather, the scientific challenge is to look at
who is setting, accepting, maintaining, adapting boundaries in
relation to forests, aswell asfor what reasons and with what consequences. Science on boundaries means in the third instance
takingan actor-focused perspective.It isthe "real"actor and nota
simplifying conception ofit that counts here. Instead ofassuming
an objective rationalityorasingletruth, theassociated complexity
canbereduced bylookingathowinstitutions areguidingactorsin
setting,accepting,maintaining, and adapting boundaries.Suchan
actor-focused institutionalism (Scharpf 1997) can additionally
benefit from comparative studies in different natural and societal
contexts, aswellasfromastronghistorical perspective.

This leads me to another aspect of science on boundaries in the
field offorest policyand forest management, namelythat ofscientific disciplines.

Science across boundaries
Takingsuch astrongsocial scienceapproach one could argue that
many disciplines are already using such perspectives to focus on
forests and forestry.And indeed,disciplines such asAnthropology,
Sociology, Political Science, Economics, Business Management,
Psychology, and Human Geography, are providing important
contributions to the development of forest policy and forest
management. From a research perspective "forestry" can therefore
be interpreted asa discussion platform bringing together specialised viewsofthe respectivedisciplines.
However, thesespecialised perspectives can onlypartially meet the
peculiarities of forest management. Forest management ischaracterised by many special features, such as the long time horizons,
the quasi-irreversibiliryof the production processes,or the double
function ofnatureasboth input in theproduction processand the
production process itself. Whereas not all of these features are
unique to forestry, together they form a special challenge, which
makes an integrated scientific approach to the fields of forest
policyand forest management necessary.
From this it seemslogical, that the roleofa forestry scientist cannotjust bethat ofaneutral facilitator, trying to accommodate the
insightsofdifferent scientific disciplines in thefieldof forestry. In
sharp contrast to afacilitator, aforestry scientist must beamediator who useshisspecific and integrated knowledge of the peculiaritiesofforestry to selectpromisingapproaches and insightsout of
the different fundamental disciplines. He then adapts and combinesthem according to the special conditions in thefieldof forestryin order to provide newinsights.
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Such asynoptic, integrated approach generally bears the reproach
ofamateurismduetotheseeminglackofdepth ofcontent.Taking
into account the many affected scientific disciplines, this problem
might be particularly relevant for forestry science. On the other
handitisonlybyadoptingthissynopticapproach thatwehavethe
chance to acquire insights into questions, which otherwise would
be inaccessible or only oflimited accessibility for scientific analysis.
And it is in the places where, from the individual disciplines'
perspectives,the things arelyingat the boundary and almost blur,
where the most fruitful discussions are to be expected. In other
words:the integrativewidth isthe depth of forestry science.

And even more about boundaries...
There ismuch more to besaidabout boundaries.Astime islimited
I wouldliketotakeuponlyone moreaspect regardingboundaries
that allowsmesomemore privatewords. It isabout boundaries of
cognition.Asthe sociologist Luhmann expressed it,our cognition
islimited totheextent that anobserveralonecanonlyobservethat
he cannot observe what he cannot observe (Luhmann 1990:65).
This sounds complicated but brings it to the point that in away
wecanonlyrecogniserelativetowhatisalreadyfamiliar tous.One
ofthefewwaystoovercomethisboundaryofcognition isthrough
exchangewith other observers.
I am verygrateful to the Raad van Bestuur for their confidence in
appointing me here in Wageningen. This provides me with the
opportunity to meet many new and interesting observers, and I
hope that Iwill beofthe samebenefit toothers.Thefirstmonths
here in Wageningen have been verypositive in that respect, however the time was much too short to really gain a comprehensive
overviewof the abundance ofpossibilities.
To all colleagues, students, and people in the practical fields of
forest policy and forest management - I am very much looking
forward to expanding the boundaries of our cognition together
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with you by exchanging our observations. This iswhat I think a
university isabout and whyI havechosen to become a professor.
ToProfessor Mohren,dearFrits-thewaywehavebeenco-operating
in the last few months on operational and strategic issues of the
forestry chair groups makes me already quite optimistic that my
ideal of a university does not have to stay a mere vision. If we
succeednowinco-operatingalsoonscientific projects,partsofthe
vision will becomereality.
To the members of the Forest Policy and Forest Management
Group, aswell as the other people at 'Hinkeloord':without your
warm reception and your support it would have been quite
difficult tocrossnational,cultural andlinguisticboundariesandto
get settled in Wageningen. I am confident that the challengeswe
are facing - the new teaching structure, the new structure within
Wageningen UR,the newbudget system and thenewbuilding, to
name some of them - will provide us with exciting opportunities
and I am looking forward to indeed getting the best out of them
with our joint forces.
But I do not want to forget the observers that have guided meso
far: it isagreat honour for me that so manyof the observers that
havegiventheirbestin tryingtohelpmeovercomethelimitations
in mycognition havemadelongjourneys-even across boundaries
- to beheretoday.
Tomyformer colleaguesfromtheInstituteofForestryEconomics,
University of Freiburg: many things - structures aswell asprocedures-hereinWageningen arequite different from the university
system I have been used to in Freiburg. Nevertheless the things I
learnedinourdiscussions,theideasIgotfrom you,themanygood
memories Ihaveand thesupportyoucontinuetoprovidemewith
areof the utmost help also in my newenvironment. Nevertheless
I am realising that some things look quite different from the
perspective of a responsible chair holder than from that of an
assistant professor.Thank youverymuch for everything.
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Last but not least to my wife, dear Doris: I started out as avery
traditional technically oriented forestry student. The many
challenging discussions with you about the importance of including people and their respective capacities in our pictures of the
world have contributed in a significant way to my professional
development.Thank youverymuch for your continuous patience
and support as well as the unobtrusive reminders that there is a
veryworthwhile life outside the university boundaries.
Mijnheer deRector Magnificus, damesen heren, ikheb gezegd.
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